[Sleep and wakefulness in Greenland seal pups].
ECoG of both hemispheres, EOG, neck EMG and EKG were recorded in 2 white (age 10 days) and 2 gray pups (age 1 month) of harp seal. The active wakefulness occupied 23.4 +/- 3.8% of total recording time, the relaxed wakefulness--32.6 +/- 3.6%, drowsiness--4.8 +/- 1.1%, slow wave sleep--31.5 +/- 3.0%, paradoxical sleep--7.7 +/- 0.8%. The sleep cycle averaged 18.2 +/- 1.4 min. Interhemispheric asymmetry of the ECoG was not seen in all 4 pups. The respiration was fast and regular in the relaxed wakefulness, then long respiration pauses were alternated with episodes of hyperventilation during slow wave sleep and there was rare and irregular respiration in the paradoxical sleep. The heart rate was lowest during the paradoxical sleep. It is suggested that this pattern of sleep, allowing seals to delay their breathing during sleep for a long time may be considered as an adaptation to existence in freezing seas.